January 31st, 2020
Meetings: Friday, 7:00 am

VOLUME #522
Dayton County Club, 555 Kramer Rd, Dayton, Ohio, 45419

Speakers
January
31st - Mike Staffan
Changing Lives One Story at a Time

February
14th - Joshua Green
DACdb - Using it
28th - Bob Deddens
4-Way Test Speech Contest

21st - Mardi Humphreys and Mark Wyatt
Integrating Data Systems

March
6th - Ed Markowitz
Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning
20th - Rickie Poole, Owner, Natural Foods - Kettering
Healthy Foods

13th - Larry Leese
Locks of England
27th - Terry Welker, Sculptor
The Fractal Rain Sculpture at the Dayton Metro Main Library

May
8th - Natalynne Baker, Vice President Resident Services 15th - TDIM
St. Mary Development Corporation

Events
February
1st - Blood Drive at the OCC

Guests
Guests were introduces by Rob Stephens (who has already Greeted everyone)
We honor to have:
Felix Susta guest of Stefan Susta
Jacque Fisher and Bonnie Pittl guests of Dawn Wyatt

Thought of the Day - Bob Lewis

Malcolm Forbes
"If you have a job with aggravations, you don't have a job."
"Education's purpose is to replace an empty mind with an open one."

Announcements
Haz Mat is scheduled to pick up residential waste on 1/25/20 @ 9:00 am at Tastefully Roasted.
Rotary Blood Drive is 2/1/2020 8:30 am to 12:30 am at the OCC. Still need cookies, juice and blood donors.
Doug Hammer thanked those that have paid their bill. Those who have not, please pay up.

Oakwood Rotary Foundation

The Oakwood Rotary Foundation is happy to present $3000 to Jackie Fisher
and Bonnie Pittl for the Kettering Backpack Program. They are sponsored by
Dawn Wyatt. The donation will help provide food to kids for a month in
Kettering.
Empowering Children and Fighting Hunger One Backpack at a Time
41 percent of school age children in Kettering qualify for the free/reduced lunch program
700 students in Kettering receive nutritional bags of food to sustain them over the weekend when school
breakfasts and lunches are not available.
19 elementary/middle schools in Kettering are being served.
Counselors choose the at-risk students who need weekend nutrition.
The school counselors place bags of food discreetly in the student's backpacks on Fridays.
Every week we provide the children with individual servings of fruit cups, prepared pudding, vegetables, cereal,
applesauce, microwavable ravioli, mac & cheese and 100% fruit juice.

For more information, visit their website at: https://www.ketteringbackpack.org

Office of the Sergeant at Arms - Stefan Neumeister
Stefan is filling in for Sgt Budde (who is on vacation). Stefan has been a sunstitue teacher
before, so he understands the hatered. Rob Stephens was fined $2 for acting like the Sgt.
Who's birthday is today? Tim Ippish guess Judy Hennessey, but was wrong. He was fined
$1.
Today is Stefan's Mom's Birthday. As he was preparing to be Sgt today, he thought back to
his childhood. How is was not such a good kid and his parents were amazing. So for today,
an event from his life will be shared. Each table has to determine if Stefan was grounded,
spanked, or got away with it. If the table gets it wrong, they pay $1. If they get it right, Stefan
pays $1.
Caught drawing on the wall with crayons. - Spanked
Threw his brother down the stairs. -Got away with it. His siter even helped.
Threw a party at the neighbor's house while dog sitting. -Grounded
Almost catching the woods on fire behind the house. -Spanked
TP the city building. -Got away with it.
Stole Dad's Christmas present. -Got away with it. It was a small bottel of bourbon. Drunk it after school. Came home
drunk. Then he was grounded.
Wore onlt a Ragged Andy bed sheet to school. -Got away with it. It was his toga for schooll event.
Hit RTA bus after getting his driver's linsenses. -Grounded
Screamed profanity at his mom after being locked out in the cold. -Slapped He wanted to go outside to play with his
remote control car with no coat. Mom said not to. He did any way. She locked the door behind him. He was told to
come in through the basement. This is when the choice words came out. Mom met Stefan in the basement and
slapped him.
5 tables got the correct answer. Stefan donated $10 in honor of Mom's Birthday.

Buck Talks
Lily is back!!!! Dr Bill Schuerman missed her.
Lily announced tonight is the opening night at OJHS for The Lion, The Witch, and The
Wardrobe. She invites everyone to come see the play.
Scott Fish is going on his first mission trip to Ecuador.
Judy Hennessey is excited that the DECA team is going to the finals. Marty has been a great help as the coach. Also
her birthday was this week. The club sung happy birthday to her.
Rick DaPrato as you know is taking culinary classes. He missed a class and had to make it up. During the make up
class he had to make dinner rolls, muffins, and biscuits. He was told his muffins were absolutely amazing. His dinner
rolls on the other hand, were disgusting.
PJ Janis is excited that his grandson turn 1 next week.

Chris Eifert, TriCom B2B

Are We Connecting?
Digital advertising. Data analysis. Digital customer experience. Contextual marketing. There is no shortage of
discussion about on-screen advertising formats. The promise of providing marketers the abilities to target specific
audiences and measure effectiveness is attractive to executives who must justify marketing spend. How attractive?
Business-to-business (B2B) companies in the U.S. spent more than $6 billion in digital in 2019 � more than double
their 2015 investments. With all this investment and innovation, marketers should be swimming in new contacts and
leads. And we should thoroughly understand these leads because we�re measuring their actions and engagement
across all channels, right?
It may be time to reexamine our relationships with customers and prospects � not only what we understand about
them from a data perspective, but what we know about them from a human perspective.
As frustrated execs continue to allocate more money to it, digital hasn�t achieved its potential effectiveness:
� 71 percent of marketers say digital advertising fails to meet their expectations.
� Nearly 6 in 10 marketers say measurement tools still don�t help establish the ROI of digital investments.
� Only 7 percent of B2B marketers rate their company�s abilities to measure and analyze marketing performance as
�excellent.�
Don�t take this wrong; digital matters � a lot. Most of the B2B sales cycle happens online, and a recent study from
Heinz Marketing and SnapApp indicates that only 9 percent of millennial B2B buyers connect with vendors before
doing their own intelligence gathering. Being present and accounted for digitally is paramount. But it can�t be your
only answer.
The Scientific and Business Cases for Human Connections
Because humans innately crave physical interactions, creating one-on-one, personal experiences makes for more
effective business relationships. Humans crave contact. That�s not an opinion; it�s science. Psychologists and
researchers know the power of
social, personal connections for human beings. This power resides at several levels:
Feeling Happy and Valued. In their book, Loneliness: Human Nature and the Need for Social Connection, authors
John Cacioppo and William Patrick document that when people are asked what contributes most to their happiness,
the overwhelming majority rate love, intimacy and social interactions above wealth, fame and even physical health.
Another study, Social Relationships and Health: A Flashpoint for Health Policy, by Debra Umberson and Jennifer
Karas Montez, discovered human contact is vital for physical health. The report cites evidence that as we rely more on
digital tools, we threaten the simple interactions that keep us positive and healthy.
Brain Function. Healthy brain function depends on a social, personal world. In his book, Social: Why Our Brains Are
Wired to Connect, UCLA social cognitive neuroscientist Matthew Lieberman reveals we are more likely to remember
information experienced socially. He contends businesses and institutions would perform better if they capitalize on our
social nature. It stands to reason: marketing efforts would benefit similarly.
But do these social interactions need to be physical and face-to-face?
Connection Completeness
It�s logical that digital connections might fulfill some of our physiological needs for social interaction. But research

suggests the opposite. On-screen communications are �single-stranded,� devoid of physical texture. Cacioppo and
Patrick explain why this matters. �Most face-to-face encounters in real life allow us to communicate through even
more subliminal cues � body chemistry, body language, action semantics, mimicry � in addition to words and
gestures. Once again, the mind that seeks to connect is first about the body and leaving the body behind can make
human connections less satisfying.� As marketing executives turn exclusively to digital strategies, science seems to
be telling us to tap the brakes and consider the holistic, physical aspects of human interaction.
Relationships
Don Peppers and Martha Rogers predicted a more personal marketing model in 1993 in their prophetic book, The One
to One Future. They expanded their thinking in One to One B2B: Customer Development Strategies for the
Businessto-Business World. They wrote, �It�s equally important for B2B organizations (and their sales and
marketing teams) to concurrently work to develop relationships with individuals from different relevant departments of
the customer organization as well. People buy from people they like. People buy from companies they like. There�s
no easy button for this, but it�s not hard. You just need to care enough to want to build relationships.�
Customer Service
While consumers are comfortable using digital channels, 83 percent prefer dealing with human beings when seeking
help or information. That�s according to Accenture�s 2016 report, Digital Disconnect in Customer Engagement.
�U.S. businesses have
reached a tipping point in their customers� digital intensity and need to rebalance their traditional and digital customer
services investments to differentiate and drive growth � The idea of leveraging human interaction in combination with
digital is still the best business play.�
The Ancient Art of Conversation
In the 2017 Harvard Business Review article, Your Customers Still Want to Talk to a Human Being, author Gregg
Johnson stated, �As brands prioritize this digital experience, they often overlook a simple fact: communicating by
voice is faster, easier, and more effective than typing messages back and forth.� He pointed to a Google study that
revealed 61 percent of mobile users call a business in the purchase phase of the buying cycle and the majority would
call instead of reaching out online because they want to talk to a real person. This preference is supported by trends in
consumer behavior. Calls to businesses have significantly increased in response to mobile phone adoption. According
to the advertising and marketing advisory firm BIA/Kelsey, businesses were expected to field more than 169 billion
phone calls per year by 2020. These calls are 10�15 times more likely to generate a successful sale or followup
activity than digital form submissions.
An Emotional Attachment
In the 2019 paper, Stop Making Sense: The Powerful Role of Emotion in B2B Decision Making13, TriComB2B
demonstrated that brands must embrace emotion to gain preference in B2B. Research declares that an appeal to
emotion wins in B2B marketing, and buyers buy when they see personal value in a brand. As we retarget
programmatically and engage in personalized content sequencing, are we considering the quality of the emotional
connections so essential to customers?
Encouraging Human Connections
When using digital channels, evaluate how much digital contact is too much. Then, recalibrate your marketing
programs to create human interaction opportunities. Here are some ideas to help you rebalance:
Face-to-Face
In their study, Value Co-Creation by Customer-to-Customer Communication, authors Kijima and Novani confirmed
face-to-face communication is still the most powerful human interaction. No other communication channel offers more
closeness and immediacy than people talking in the same room. Trade shows and industry events are not the only
option. Creating proprietary events allows you to control the environment, content and format. Hosting an event may
sound daunting, but the benefits are clear. Think of the value of hosting 10, 100 or 1,000 of your most important
customers and prospects, each spending exclusive time with your people and your brand. Great B2B brands like
Teradata, Emerson and Rockwell Automation have discovered the value of hosting their own events.
Outsider Expertise
Unsure you have the experts in an area impacting your customers? You don�t have to. Your best customer
engagements might happen when the focus isn�t on you! An extensive study by the CMO Council showed definitively
that B2B audiences trust third-party content over vendor-created content. What's more, 50 to 60 percent of
respondents list reports from associations, industry groups, analysts and other third parties as content they trust the
most. Vendor-created content ranks last at less than 10 percent. It�s easy to imagine how this translates to
incorporating third parties into the customer interactions you create. Demonstrate your commitment and objectivity by

bringing in the experts. Find the author, researcher or prominent official who knows the subject better than anyone.
Invite them to speak to your customers and get out of the way. How? Establish formats that lend themselves to thirdparty commentary like moderated panels, Q&A forums and keynote sessions.
Peer-to-Peer
Intrigued by the credibility of a third-party expert? Imagine if your customers start talking and problem-solving together.
While this can happen naturally at an event, marketing should facilitate customers talking, learning from each other and
networking. Here are a few ways to do it:
� Moderated panels featuring multiple customers
� Customer-led presentations
� Small-group formats and problem-solving, break-out sessions
� Customer focus groups
When planning an event, focus your energy and resources on creating environments that foster discussion and
interaction.
Insider Sharing
An advisory council is a powerful format for interaction that allows customers to get involved in your business. Many
leading B2B brands operate high-performing advisory groups with facilitated customer collaboration and dialogue. The
council helps build relationships through customer feedback, ideas, advice and input on a range of business challenges
and opportunities. B2B leaders use this type of format to guide product development, test brand messaging, improve
customer satisfaction, and
explore new technologies and portfolio expansion ideas.
HELP, DON�T SELL
The first instinct is to sell when meeting face-to-face. The effort to create the opportunity makes this the ideal time to
show prospects what we�ve got, right? Wrong. Absolutely wrong. This is your chance to help them, not sell them.
Trust happens when you educate and inform. According to the Demand Gen Reports 2016 Content Preferences
Survey, �As B2B buyers become more sophisticated in their independent research, there is a strong desire for
content that educates and informs, rather than sells. An overwhelming majority (93%) want content that has less of a
sales pitch �� So, less pitching, please. Resist the urge to sell and focus on the issues that are impacting your
customers � whether it�s new regulatory standards, emerging technologies or materials, alternative system
architectures or economic policies that could impact their business. Your best experts � including that engineer who
everyone knows in your industry � know how to talk about the issues. Recruit them to take part in any face-to-face
event you participate in or host.
KEEP IT REAL
You know that feeling you get when someone is speaking from the heart? Imagine how your customers might feel
when they sense the same honest and open feeling from your business. Well-known 2013 research by McKinsey,
How B2B Companies Talk Past Their Customers, suggests most businesses don�t know how or simply aren�t
willing to keep it real with their customers. The study revealed that the messaging theme �honest and open
dialogue� was considered most important to more than 700 B2B global executives they interviewed. Sadly, all 90
companies they analyzed failed to communicate this message. Talk about a miss! Some transparency and vulnerability
might be the missing ingredients to better customer relationships. Use face-to-face time as an opportunity to talk about
business challenges, successes, failures and your leadership�s point of view on what the future holds for your
industry.
More Opportunities to Connect
Trade shows, conferences and hosted events are great for creating interactions with customers. But there are many
more options. Interaction and dialogue are imperative, and when executed correctly, can also include a little brand
building. So, how can we add a little brand �remember-worthiness� to these human interactions? Turn the page for
some thought-starters.
Mobile Tours and Pop-ups
Finding unique ways to be present at key customer locations can create personal interactions � and significant buzz.
Design a custom, mobile marketing machine that informs and entertains. Make it a food truck or a coffee bar. How
about an escape
room? Maybe there�s a co-marketing opportunity with a partner? You see it all the time in B2C � T-Mobile and Taco
Bell, anyone? How about colorful coffee served up by LG and the Pantone Color Institute? These ideas require
budget, but it�s not out of the question in B2B. Check out the Bosch Big Blue Tour or GE�s Healthymagination
initiatives to see examples of effective brand experiences.

Factory Tours and Showrooms
Invite customers to experience how you do business and turn your factory and offices into a showroom. This is a great
way to highlight the softer side of your business � the people and culture that make what you do special. What�s
more authentic and transparent than bringing customers to your place of work?
Contests and Awards
Think about how your product or service makes life easier for your customers. Maybe you help them manufacture
something in an innovative way? Perhaps your product allows them to be more imaginative with their products? Create
an award to
acknowledge customers who maximize the value of their relationship with you. Hosting an awards event to recognize
them is a great way to create peer-to-peer connections that will benefit you in the long run.
CONCLUSION
B2B transactions are inherently personal. So, why shouldn�t our marketing feel the same? Each day, we seemingly
move further away from real, interpersonal interactions. It�s time for a change. Let�s use digital technology as a
means to facilitate � not replace � the human interactions that will ultimately lead to healthier customer relationships
and better business results. Human interactions build trust, and there�s plenty of research that shows trust pays off in
B2B. According to Sagefrog, the most trusted B2B companies are also the most profitable and best known, two
outcomes any B2B marketer would be thrilled to achieve. Striking a better balance between digital and human
interactions might be the first step toward getting there.

https://tricomb2b.com/

Assignments
Date
Jan 31
Feb 07
Feb 14
Feb 21
Feb 28
Mar 06
Mar 13
Mar 20
Mar 27

Raffle

Properties

Greeters

Weprin, L.
Spain, S.
Mione, F.
Medford, J.
Ferguson, R.
Anglin, N.
LeBoeuf, G.
Neumeister, R.
Hawkins, W.
Duwel, D.
D'Amico, D.
Gantt, A.
Neumeister, S.
Leese, L.
Alt, J.
Cook, J.
Miller, S.
Collins, C.

Snyder, A.
Stevens, R.
Gajda, R.
Stephens, R.
Worley, J.
Ernst, H.
Lewis, R.
Grant, J.
Lieberth, J.
Turben, D.
Ruetschle, M.
Thornburg, K.
Stover, M.
Janis, P.
Fitz, M.
Fitzharris, K.
Goelz, P.
Scott, J.

Judge, B.
Ippisch, T.
Klopsch, N.
Butler, J.
Baumann, S.
Maas, R.
Kelly, M.
Leland, A.
Ramey, K.
Rubins, T.
Clark, W.
Roedersheimer, C.
Hardy, T.
Schmidt, J.
Turner, J.
Routsong, T.
Howell, T.
Heintz, M.

Guest Intro

Invocation

Thought

Draper, W.

Beyer, M.

Wyatt, D.

Vanderburgh, M.

Herr, S.

Deddens, R.

Lynn, H.

Wade, J.

James, B.

Chorny, Y.

Voisard, J.

Epley, C.

Moorhead, M.

Dunham, T.

Winger, W.

Clymer, E.

Rossi, C.

Ernst, W.

Pierce, S.

Nye, G.

Woeste, J.

Ervin, J.

Hennessey, J.

Byington, S.

Gilkeson, J.

Zompetti, T.

Petri, E.
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